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Frozen
By Amanda Teeter ‘ Marchó, 2014

The only reason I will be watching the Oscars this year is to see the beautiful, talented Idina Menzel
belt out my new favorite song, Let it Go, and I know I’m not alone. Websites like Tumblr are packed
right now with images, fan art, songs, and all sorts of tributes to the Menzel's new film, Frozen. I don’t
even care about the awards Frozen is nominated for, because as far as I’m concerned, it doesn’t matter
if it wins. Frozen has been so inspirational to me and to so at least all those internet fans, that I
anticipate it being as much a standard fairy tale for our children as The Little Mermaid and Aladdin
were for us early '90s kids, and maybe with some healthier messages.
For those of us who love Disney movies even in all of their flaws, Frozen has been a real game
changer. It self consciously addresses some of the questionable, overly conservative morals that
Disney has been accused of instilling in young viewers for years, and its progression is subtle enough
that it is able to address issues without much backlash. Many have pointed out, for example, that the
shopkeeper in the film appears to be in a same-sex relationship, but the implication is so easy to
disregard that it’s almost impossible for those who would to take offense. The scene in question is a
throwaway scene in which the shopkeeper introduces Princess Anna (Kristen Bell) to his family,
which consists of an adult man and several children. Because it is never explicitly stated that the man
is the shopkeeper’s partner, it can be written off in many ways, he could be a brother or a cousin
perhaps— Disney is famous for their “dead mothers” trope, so perhaps the shopkeeper needed to enlist
some help when their children’s mother was shot by a hunter or something. Still, the subtle implication
is a step towards normalizing acceptance of all kinds of families, and small steps are obviously the
most effective point of action as evidenced by the much larger backlash when, around the same time,
Disney included its first openly same-sex couple in their children’s TV show Good Luck Charlie.
There has also been quite a lot of buzz around the idea that Frozen is the first film of its kind to
emphasize that romance is A) Not the most important thing in the world, B) Not something that
develops fully over the course of a few hours, and C) Not always meant to last with the first person
you ever like. When Anna meets Prince Hans, thirteenth in line in the Southern Isles, the two fall in
love and get engaged over the course of the coronation ball. While this would be an overlooked plot
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hole in older films like Cinderella or Snow White where the characters need little more than a song’s
length to know they want to spend their whole lives together, Anna is seriously criticized throughout
the entire film for her rash decision, and the naivety of it is an important plot point, as it upsets her
sister so much that she loses control of her powers and freezes the summer.
But what really makes Frozen stand out from other Disney films is not its subtle progression, but its
focus on the self, on independence, liberation, and how important it is to understand and accept the
self in order to have healthy relationships. When Princess Elsa (Menzel) nearly kills her sister Anna
with her ice magic as a child, it causes her so much discomfort with herself and her powers that she
shuts herself off completely from the world, her parents, and her sister. Unlike other films which focus
almost entirely on forming relationships in order to attain self fulfillment, Frozen shows the way in
which Elsa has to become comfortable with herself in order to form a relationship with her sister. The
most powerfully tragic part in the film for me is this brief moment in the beginning, the last time the
girls see their parents before they die, when the lonely but self-assured Anna is shown embracing them
and Elsa, too afraid to touch them, merely curtsies and asks them not to go. It’s such a cold final
interaction for a loving family that it really emphasizes the way in which Elsa isolates herself by not
being true to who she is; by living by her motto, “Conceal, don’t feel, don’t let it show.”
There is a reason that Disney’s memorable power ballad, Let it Go, is creating such a buzz. Even
among other incredible songs on the soundtrack from the popular Do You Want To Build A Snowman?
to the adorable In Summer (about Olaf the snowman who dreams of experiencing the warmth of
summertime) Let it Go stands out because it marks this beautiful, climactic moment in the film where
Elsa stands up and embraces herself in all of her imperfection. Elsa acknowledges how high her
standards for herself have been, and denounces those standards right there. Some have viewed this
scene as her temporary transformation into a villain, but I see it as a crucial step in her discovering her
self worth. She has such a sense of self assuredness in this scene without which she could never
reconnect with her sister. Coupled with the amazing animation of Elsa unleashing her powers and all
at once building a frozen palace, replacing her conservative clothes with a provocative gown made of
ice crystals, and loosening her tight bun to release her sexy, snow-laden braid, the song shows Elsa’s
transformation emotionally as she displays it physically, and it is a really powerful moment. This is the
first time Disney has celebrated a character's liberation in this way, to display a female character
becoming powerful and totally at peace with herself.
To so many of us as little girls, the Disney Princess was just the epitome of perfection. Growing up, so
many of us wanted to be one, and in the past, that meant flawlessness. This changes things a little,
because Elsa is someone we can relate to and see ourselves in for once. =This is the first time we got
to see a Disney Princess, of all people, stand up and refuse to be held to ridiculous standards. She is
telling us that these high standards are not what makes her the lovely Elsa of Arrendell. With Elsa as
our example, a princess is not flawless, she is just happy and comfortable with herself.
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Matthew McConaughey Was Always Awesome
By Taylor Shortal

Marchó, 2014

“Uh, Mr. Soderbergh. I think today’s scene would be a good opportunity for me to take my shirt off.”
-Mathew McConaughey, as voiced by Matt Damon
Welcome to the “McConaissance”! - an actual term that I did not make-up (regretfully.) Contrary to
the conventional snark of mid-2000’s proto-hipsters, the once unchallenged ruler of the rom-com is
now concluding a yearlong hat trick of acclaimed performances and has even emerged as the front
runner in this year’s Oscar race for Best Actor. This is a man whose entire filmography was once
dismissed by the New York Times as resembling “one interminable in-flight movie,” and whose
continued success in Hollywood was derided by The Guardian as a logical argument “for the
non-existence of God.”
Although his legendary shirtless-ness was always lauded (“Does McConaughey have some codicil in
his contract stipulating he must spend at least 51% of a movie shirtless?” - Film Threat), his amiable
idiosyncrasy -that grinning, laid-back Southern surfer dude quality— often went taken for granted.
Instead, the fickle fashionistas of the film world branded him a studio stool pigeon intent on riding out
the recycled romantic comedy routine round-and-round again until the checks stopped being written.
But such criticisms were always shortsighted.
Of course, to be known as a romantic comedy leading man was in no way an unfair characterization of
McConaughey. The man made a lot of rom-coms (The Wedding Planner, How to Lose a Guy in 10
Days, Failure to Launch, Fool s Gold, Ghosts of Girlfriend’s Past) but it was not the only genre to
which he was a repeat offender. For instance, we cannot forget the Mathew McConaughey legal drama
(A Time to Kill, Amistad, The Lincoln Lawyer, Bernie) Or his collection of haunting, Southern Gothic
murder stories {Lone Star, Frailty, Paper Boy, Killer Joe, and, most recently, True Detective). Then,
there are his smaller but notable role niches, like “McConaughey the good-hearted criminal on the run
in the South” {The Newton Boys, Mud) “McConaughey the military action hero” (a submariner in
U-571, the crazed Marine-turned-dragon slayer in Reign of Fire, the Naval diver-tumed-treasure
hunter in Sahara), or, in the emerging genre, “McConaughey in a mysterious outer space movie”
{Contact, the upcoming Interstellar).
His most memorable performances are not, however, in his murder mysteries, his lawyer movies, his
crime thrillers, or in his romantic comedies. It is not even in the affecting character study, Dallas
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Buyers ’ Club, as his Academy Award supporters now advocate. The acting of McConaughey that
remains his most impressionable today is in some of his smallest roles. Those supporting performances
in films like Wolf of Wall Street, Magic Mike, and, yes, Dazed and Confused, where, by not being the
leading man, he is unburdened by the task of being either broadly appealing or deeply intellectual.
Instead, he gets to be Mark Hanna, the stockbroker mentor to DiCaprio in Wolf of Wall Street, who
ridiculously advises his naive protégé that the secret to success, in all sincerity, is lots of hookers and
cocaine. Or he is Dallas, the wealthy male stripper in Magic Mike, who waxes poetic about how a high
school education is nothing but a waste of time and who also commissions portraits of himself,
shirtless, with a cowboy hat fitted around his brow and a python draped around his neck. And, of
course, McConaughey’s first and probably most iconic screen moment as David Wooderson, the
womanizing, drag racing, post-high school hard-rocker from cult classic Dazed and Confused, who
neither has a future, nor a worry, in the world. He is “just livin’ man. L-I-V-I-N.” In these moments,
when Mathew McConaughey is playing an eccentric, self-serious sage of unconventional, morally
dubious wisdom, he is not simply authentic, but so darkly funny you couldn’t forget him if you tried.
As evident in other recent “surprise” career resurrections, such as those of Robert Downey, Jr. and
Ben Affleck, we should eventually realize that true talent is not transient. Mathew McConaughey’s
ability was always there on display. Some just didn’t want to look for it. Hopefully, if and when he
accepts his Oscar for Best Actor, he will turn to the crowd of his fellow Hollywood insiders - the very
people who once mocked the career they gave him — and say, “Uhh, Academy, I think now would be
a good opportunity for me to take my shirt off.”
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Our Favorite (and least favorite) Movies
By The Griffin Roar Staff

March 6, 2014

Alien isn't only my favorite movie because of it's masterful direction, suspense, effects, and story, it's
my favorite movie because, as a child, it was the first time I was exposed to a true heroine in a film.
The other movies I saw when I was a kid where filled with masculine, unstoppable males that always
saved the girl at the end. Alien was a different story. Ripley was tough and resourceful but still very
feminine. She did what the other men on the spaceship, Nostromo, couldn't do - she got rid of the
alien. It showed me that men aren't the only ones capable of beating the bad guy and being the hero.
My viewings in later years allowed me to appreciate the other aspects of the films everlasting quality,
mainly the mystery and intrigue of what the crew was dealing with. If you haven't seen it yet, check it
out and watch with no lights on.
- Chris Bush

Favorite Movie:

Jurassic Park. To me, it shows the awe, wonder, and magic of filmmaking better than any other, by
achieving, just for a couple hours, something that will likely never be within the reach of science and
reality - bringing the dinosaurs back to life. Also, if you hadn’t realized, dinosaurs are sweet.
Least Favorite Movie:
This is difficult, but I’m going to say 2001: A Space Odyssey. There are definitely worse movies out
there but I am not forced to watch them over-and-over again every time I take a film studies class.
Yes, I am aware that it is innovative for numerous reasons, but it is also really, really boring.
- Taylor Shortal
One of my favorite movies of recent years is the film, Zombieland. I enjoy this movie for a few
reasons, first and foremost, the casting is great. You don't get much better than a gun-toting, cowboy
hat and leather jacket wearing, borderline psychopathic Woody Harrelson opposite of the geeky,
panicky and occasionally passive aggressive Jesse Eisenberg. The movie, written by Rhett Reese and
Paul Wemick, follows all the unwritten rules and stereotypes of the Zombie movie genre by actually
writing them down in the movie as steps to stay alive. It is fantastically funny, one of my favorite
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scenes in the movie is a short bit of banter between Tallahassee (Harrelson) and Columbus (Eisenberg)
where Columbus says he heard “things are a lot better in the east” and Tallahassee says “You're like
one of them penguins from the North Pole who hears the South Pole's kinda nice this time o' year” to
which Columbus replies “There are no penguins on the North Pole” and Tallahassee asks Columbus if
he wants to see how hard he can punch.
One of the worst movie of all time, in my opinion, is the horrendous effort that was the film The Last
Airbender by M. Night Shyamalan. The film was an adaption of a rather loved television show from
Nickelodeon about a fictional world where people have the ability to control and manipulate different
elements (fire, water, earth, and air). The story tells of a character who can control all four elements.
The show is great for its interesting and diverse characters and its powerful tale about coming of age in
a time of struggle. All of which is lost once M. Night Shyamalan got his hands on this film.
By diluting the diversity, making all the good guys white and all the villains ethnically diverse,
watering down the whole first season into one movie and staying just shy of not completely
obliterating the source material the movie is, all in all, a poor excuse of a film adaption. The last time I
saw an adaption this bad was when I saw the Batman and Robin film from 1997, but at least Joel
Schumacher (director) had the idea to stay somewhat true to the 1966 version of Batman. What
Shyamalan did with The Last Airbender was just bad in its purest form.
- Matt Reed
I have decided that people who don't like The Breakfast Club are just bad people. I mean, not really,
but I do definitely judge you based on your taste in movies, and I just don't understand why anyone
could not love this movie. The writing is incredible, and the way in which these five highschool
students represent the ridiculous way in which people are categorized and stereotyped, and how that
eight hours together changes their perception of the society they bought into before is incredibly
powerful, it's definitely my favorite movie. And Ally Sheedy's character is, I think, one of the best
characters of all time. She's just awesome.
K-pax is my least favorite movie, because (and I should warn you, there are spoilers below, but
hopefully they will save you from the agony that is this movie) it's pretty much this super happygo-lucky movie about an alien who everyone thinks is crazy because he thinks he's an alien, and they
check him into a mental hospital where he helps all of the patients, and it's this really happy movie,
where you totally believe he's an alien, and then BAM, it crushes your soul by revealing that actually
he created this identity when he caught his wife and child raped and murdered, and killed the man who
did it. All the pointless misery in the world is embodied in this film. In the end he's a vegetable.
- Amanda Teeter
Before any song was to be rock to or any ballad was to be swayed to, you would hear this familiar
chant “Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll, Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll”. That chant is not a very popular
phrase now in 2014, but back the 60’s it was like an anthem. The singer was Janis Joplin. In 1979 a
movie loosely based on her life was called The Rose. It was the story of a burnt out, lonely, addicted
rock and roll singer who tried to hard to please her pushy, overbearing, and greedy business manager.
This is a must see movie.
- Juanita Cockrell-Nelson
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he Unsung Contributors to Film
By Chris Bush 1 March 6, 2014
During the Oscars, time is taken to show the achievements in graphics and sound effects for the year.
This segment lasts about two minutes and is the only time throughout the show these feats are
highlighted. Unfortunately, visual and audio fidelity is possibly the most overlooked aspect of quality
filmmaking by the Academy. It allows us to accept the world we see on screen and the narrative we're
being shown.
Without it, the flaws of the world become glaring and our attention buckles. It doesn't matter how
powerful the space general's speech to his neon skinned troops is, if there is an unfinished special
effect or a camera wobble, people will notice and it could ruin the entire scene.
Back in 2005 director Peter Jackson remade the classic King Kong. The movie was received well in
general by fans and critics at the time but the inconsistency in effects and tone have dulled its appeal
through the years. A particular questionable sequence occurred when the mismatched crew of the SS
Venture explores the forbidden Skull Island in hopes of rescuing the kidnapped Ann. During the
search, they accidentally stumble into a herd of stampeding plant eating dinos and comedy ensues for
all the wrong reasons. The laws of physics established in the movie's world are continuously broken,
characters shift from actors performing stunts to laughably bad cartoonish creations jumping onto and
riding dinosaurs.
The bad visuals destabilize the foundation we’re given. There is a reason certain movies have a lasting
effect no matter when they were released. A gorgeous scene, sound, or effect is timeless and the best
production teams regularly show this in their finished products. These technical duties are placed in
the capable hands of the cinematographer and special effects teams that rarely get their rightful credit
during award shows.
A cinematographer’s job is largely thankless since a lot of their job is attributed to the director’s
prowess. They aid in the director’s vision of the project, and oftentimes literally film the movie. They
compose and frame each shot. A sign of great cinematography is to view a movie and be transported
to the world that marvelously presents the setting as intended whether it’s gorgeous, horrifying, or as in
the case of the Oscar nominated Gravity, empty. As Sandra Bullock gets detached from her line and
begins to spin wildly into the abyss of space, cinematographer Emmanuel Lubezki keeps the camera
centered and steady as she floats away from Earth, from us, and deeper into darkness as we feel the
same dread of drifting into nothingness as she does. All of this is accomplished without the need for
dialog. It is a scary, yet beautiful scene and an example of the reason masters of this art need more
attention.
The powerful crack of the whip across the petite Patsie's back makes the crowd cringe when watching
12 Years a Slave. The camera rests on her shoulder blocking the viewer from seeing the damage
inflicted on her small back, but seeing it isn’t necessary. The graphic, detailed sounds of splitting skin
and drops of blood flickering against the backdrop does that. Much like a cinematographer the sound
designer places us in the position of the characters of the story but not visually. Sound design must do
this through sound. They have to perfect the sound of the floor board creaking as the killer creeps
closer to the female heroine hiding in the closet. Those creaks that pierce your ear are a familiar
sound, one you identify with which, in chorus with the direction, can make an unbearably tense scene.
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You feel as if you're huddled in the closet with the heroine, whispering advice to her as if you can
reveal her position to the killer if you talk any louder.
There is a moment in Iron Man 3 where Tony Stark rockets out of a destroyed plane to save it’s free
falling passengers from plummeting into ocean. He uses his brilliance and ingenuity to save all of them,
but what really makes the scene work is the consistency of the special effects. If for even a few
seconds Iron Man looks like a cartoon flying around pooling people together, the entire sequence
would lose credibility. It's shot realistically, capturing what it would really be like to have a man in a
suit of armor perform these skills. It's an act that the people at ILM (Industrial Light & Magic) have
mastered and is why they are once again up for visual effects Oscar this year.
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